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1. Software Installation Introduction
1.1 Requirements
Microsoft Windows2000 or later, including Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows
Vista ,Windows 7 and Windows 8.
Hardware Requirements
 Minimum required configuration system
CPU: PⅢ800; Memory: 128M; Hard disk: 20G; Graphic card memory: 32M; USB
interface
 Recommended system configuration
CPU P4 2.4G; Memory: 512M; Hard disk: 80G; Graphic card memory: 128M; USB
interface

1.2 Software Installation
Notice: Please install all the related software successfully to make sure this software can work
normally following the below installation steps:
 Power on the computer. After booting the operating system, insert the MOLYStudio setup
disc contained in product package into your CD-ROM driver.
 Normally, Setup program will start automatically. If it does not start automatically,
double-click the CD-ROM icon on your computer to open CD-ROM folder, and then
double-click the setup file („MOLYStudio.exe‟) to run it manually.
 The setup application will set the default language according to your operating system.
Attention:
Do not connect cable before software installation. Some functions are subject to the restrictions of
the operating system.
Please follow up below procedure to completely install the MOLYStudio software into your
computer before you make any application upon the MOLYBoard interactive whiteboard.

Step 1: Start to install
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Step 2: Select install path to continue

Step 3: Select Additional Tasks

Step 4: Ready to install
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Step 5: Installing

Step 6: Click finish for complete the
software installation procedures

1.3 Driver Installation

Step 1: Select setup language
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Step 2: Start to install driver

Step 3: Select additional tasks

Step 4:

7
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Step 5: Installing

Step 6: Click next to continue

Step 7: click to finish complete the
driver installation procedures
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Step 8: complete the driver
installation procedure

1.4 Connection Cable
For the interactive whiteboard connection, one USB cable is needed.
There is no extra power supply required for this product. After
connecting the cable between the USB interface of PC and the
interface of the interactive whiteboard, the connection is completed.
After successful installation, the indicator of the interactive
whiteboard becomes green. If it is red, there is no connection of the
cable.

2. Software open introduction
2.1 Open software
There are two methods to open the software:
● click the shortcut icon of “MOLYStudio” on the computer desktop

●

Press the first shortcut key on the board for several seconds
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2.2 Software interface customization
MOLYStudio offers a variety of interface style for user choosing. Besides, User also can set the
interface according to their favor.

2.3 User management
If you open the software with choosing “admin”, you can manage the user information, including
change the password and add or delete users. In the software interface, click the “Home” toolbox,
then you will see the “User Management”.
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Notice: with this function, different user can use the password to enter their own account to use the
software, and it will save the operations when you open it next time.

Notice: When you input the word for the user name and password, only the following can be used:
"0"-"9", "A"-"Z", "a"-"z", "_"
If you open the software with choosing “guest”, you can only change the password, you can‟t
manage other users by “guest”.

2.4 Language switching
MOLYStudio has more than 10 languages for your choosing. You can switch from one language to
another with the function “UI Language”. You will find this button on the right top of the software
interface.
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Notice: you need to restart the software after you choosing the language successfully, then it will
switch to the language you choose.

3. Software Overview
There are four modes in the software, including Window mode, Full-screen mode, Frame mode and
Desktop mode. The Window mode includes all software functions. Window mode is most popular
for teachers to prepare the courseware. Full-screen mode is often used for showing the courseware,
which can maximize the page. Frame mode is used mostly to operate the courseware when teaching.
With Desktop mode, you can remark the file of PPT and Word directly. You can switch easily
between these four modes.

3.1 Window mode
Window mode is similar with the operating mode of Microsoft Office. Software interface is made
up of Office Ribbon. Same as the other model, if the board is not connected with the computer,
there will be a watermark in the writing area, the watermark will not affect the using.
The switching between the modes from the following ways:
●

Click “View>Mode switching”. You can switch the modes with the buttons in Mode switching.
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From the left bottom of the software.

3.2 Frame mode
You will find many popular teaching tools on the sides of the software.

If you want to go back to software interface from this mode, you can switch to window mode
through the following button.
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3.3 Full-screen mode
The full-screen mode maximizes the writing area, it is convenient to show the teaching content with
full screen. If you want to go back to software interface from this mode, you can switch to window
mode

3.4 Desktop mode
When you switch to desktop mode successfully, you will find one toolbar, as following:

Normal mouse function:

The first button

can realize the normal mouse function, after click this button, you can operate

your computer as mouse function, for example: select object, open file etc.

Switching mode:

When you fast click the button

(the second button on the toolbar), the mode can be switched to

previous mode. When you hold this button for several seconds, it will appear the four modes, you
can switch to any of the modes.
The pen functions:
Click the pen button for several seconds from the several pens, and then you can choose the
different color, line height, dash style and transparent to write.
14
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Undo and Redo function:
You can undo and redo the operation after writing.

Eraser function:
The eraser function is same with the ones in MOLYStudio, please check the content at 4.1.6.
Fill and Format function:

This function is same with the ones in MOLYStudio, please check the content at 4.1.7.
Special Effect function:

This function is same with the ones in MOLYStudio, please check the content at 4.5.3.

3.4.1 Make notes on the file of PowerPoint and word
With desktop mode, you can remark on the office file.
●

Choose the Desktop mode in the “View” toolbox.
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Open the file of PowerPoint or Word, Making note with the different pens on the toolbar.

Please note: after finishing, the note you made just now is separate with the file, when you close the
current PowerPoint file, it will be floating in front of the application you open. For example, when
you open Moly website, the drawing note will appear in front of the website.
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on the toolbar, and then select the subject you make note just now,

then you will find the icon of PowerPoint on the toolbar will become light, Now click the icon of
PowerPoint

on the toolbar, then the note will be inserted to the file and combined with it.

4. Software functions at the Window mode
Overview of MOLYStudio Toolboxes
As you explore MOLYStudio, you‟ll encounter a range of toolboxes. Each toolbox has a different
purpose, enabling you to access key editing functions or specific features. In this part, we‟ll
introduce you to each of the MOLYStudio toolboxes.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Home Toolbox
Edit Toolbox
View Toolbox
Insert Toolbox
Tool Toolbox
Algebra Toolbox
Geometry Toolbox
Physics Toolbox
Chemistry Toolbox
Language Toolbox
Drawing Toolbox

About the “Home” Toolbox
The Home toolbox show the first step as well as the most frequently used application function
contains a wide range of tools for writing, selecting erasing or manipulating objects in your
Flipcharts.
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Marquee Select Tool
Click an object to select it, or click and drag to select multiple objects; selected objects can
be edited, moved and manipulated.
New page
Click to open a new page in MOLYStudio with different background
Open
Open the new document from your PC
Save
Save the document to your PC
Smart pen
Recognize the irregular drawing to the standard shape
Change mode
Operate the page according to different gesture, such as page up, page down etc
Pen Tool
Annotate, write or draw on your Flipchart page with this normal pen tool
Fountainpen Tool
Write, note and mark in the way like pencil function
Brush Pen Tool
Write, note and mark like you are using the brush
Row of pens
Give emphasis to text, annotations and images with a translucent washing pen
Highlighter
Write, note and mark like you are using the highlighter
Color pencil
Write, note and mark like you are using the color pencil
Brush pen
Write, note and mark with different background
Texture pen
Write with texture Pen
Crayon
Write, note and mark like you are using the crayon
Circle Eraser
Use to delete object on the Flipchart with circle area.
Rectangle Eraser
Use to delete object on the Flipchart with rectangle area.
Object Eraser
Use to delete object itself on the Flipchart.
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Frame Eraser
Use to delete object which be selected by dragging rectangle with your left mouse on
Flipchart.
Full Eraser
Use to delete object on Flipchart all by once.
Random Eraser
Use to delete object on Flipchart all by your shape you drawing
Fill Tool
Use to fill with color, transparent, picture and texture of your choice in the object which been
selected.
Figure Tool
Use to change the properties including color, transparent, line height and dash style of your
choice
Align Tool
Use to change the view perspective including align object, group object and rotate object of
your choice

About the “Edit” Toolbox
The Edit toolbox provides you a range of tools which can help you to edit the file, just like cut,
copy, paste and delete. It also allows users to customize the common tools according to their
request.

Marquee Select Tool
Operation

Click an object to select it, or click and drag to select multiple objects; selected
objects can be edited, moved and manipulated.
Cut Tool
Remove the current object or content on Flipchart, so you can paste them on
the Flipchart later.

Clipboard
Paste Tool
Paste the certain object or content which been copied or cut to anywhere on the
Flipchart.
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Copy Tool
Copy the object or content which been selected, so you can paste them on
Flipchart later.
Delete Tool
Delete the selected object or content.
Undo
Undo the previous operation
Redo
Redo the previous operation
Toolbox

Toolbox

With fixed common tools

Most common Tools

System Tools

Button Settings

Most common tools
With different common tools which can be customized by button settings
System Tools
Add or delete external tools
Button Settings
Customize the most common tools

About the “View” Toolbox
The View Toolbox provides you with a special range of tools to assist in the organization and
navigation of your Flipcharts.

Marquee Select Tool
Operation

Click an object to select it, or click and drag to select multiple objects; selected objects
can be edited, moved and manipulated.
Page Top
Click for rolling to the first page you created.

Page
1

Page Bottom
Click for rolling to the last page you created.
Page Up
Previous Page Moves back one page in the current application.
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Page Down
Moves ahead one page in the current application.
New page
Open an new page with different background
Delete page
Delete the current page
Restore Page
Go back to the position before you drag the page.
Cruise
Drag Page
Click to drag the whole page to anywhere you desire.
Zoom Rate
Click to choose your preferable view ration.
Zoom In
Click for zoom in.
Zoom
Zoom Out
Click for zoom out.
Restore Zoom
Go back to the original size of your annotation and drawing.
Theme
Click for setting template
Background
Background
Click to choose background color ,image, Grid
Page Review
Click to playback the operation of current page, all pages and the chosen page
Playback

Fast Review
Playback the operation of current page
Loop Review
Playback the operation of current page time and time again
Desktop mode
Switch to desktop mode

Mode Switching

Frame mode
Switch to frame mode
FullScreen mode
Switch to fullscreen mode

About the “Insert” Toolbox
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The Insert Toolbox is a multi-media function tools pool, allow you to insert lots of many
applications including table, picture, shape, chart, hyperlink, textbox, video, music, flash.

Marquee Select Tool
Operation

Click an object to select it, or click and drag to select multiple objects; selected objects
can be edited, moved and manipulated.

Table

Insert Table
Click and drag mouse or your finger within the table frame to select row and column;
click and drag on your flipchart to create table with default color of red.

Illustration

Insert Picture
Insert picture with the format including “bmp, wmf, dib, jpeg..” from your computer
disk.
Insert Shape
Click to choose the shape in the pop down palette, and insert in the page.
Insert Chart
Click to insert chart, input value in the pop-out menu.

Link

Hyperlink
Click to insert any kind format of document into current page, open by double clicking.

Font

Insert Textbox
Click to insert one textbox into current page, then you can input word by typing screen
keyboard or handwriting recognition.
Insert Video
Click to insert video from your computer disk.
Insert Music

Media

Click to insert music from your computer disk.
Insert Flash
Click to insert Flash from your computer disk.

MiniPad

MiniPad
Write on the MiniPad area
Scratch area

Scratch

Draw the area
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Scratch brush
Scratch the area with drawing
Sign Tool

Sign Tool
Click to choose five sign tools

Floating window

Floating Palette
Click to floats over all applications and allows you to perform a wide variety of
operations.

About the “Tool” Toolbox
In Tool toolbox, you will find some of tools designed to help you make application on screen, such
as focus on certain area, capture window or whole screen, record screen, black screen and so on. To
choose the correct screen tool can definitely enhance your presentation performance.

Marquee Select Tool
Operation

Click an object to select it, or click and drag to select multiple objects; selected objects
can be edited, moved and manipulated.
Right angle-triangle
Click to insert Right angle-triangle, drag to anywhere and any size within the flipchart.
Right angle-triangle 30 degree
Click to insert 30 degree Right angle-triangle, drag to anywhere and any size within the
flipchart.

Mark Tools

Ruler
Launch a graduated, re-sizable on screen ruler.
Compass
Draw the circle with any degree.
Angle Finder
Play the role as protractor, drag to anywhere and any size within the flipchart.
Calculator
Launch a on screen calculator
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Zoom In
Special

Magnify the flipchart page.

Tools

Clock
Display a clock on the screen, and disappear by click again.
Keyboard
Launch an on-screen keyboard on the screen.

Handwriting
2

Writing Recognize
Recognize and convert freehand writing with editable text.
Spotlight
Click to focus on a specified spotlight area.
Close Curtain

Demo Tools

Click to present with a mask covering, drag the bar to up-down or right-left.
Highlight Screen
Click to black screen, but can draw any size as highlight area.
Black Screen
Switch from black screen to current page by click and click again

Net meeting

Net meeting
Click to launch Net meeting and realize the sharing of resources

Interaction

Interaction between boards

between

Click to realize the interaction between boards

boards
Capture Screen
Click to capture the live window, full screen, rectangle or random area.
Screen

Record Screen

Tools

Launch the recorder to record all action performed on flipchart page and save as “avi”
video format then you can play them back as animation.

About the “Algebra” Toolbox
It provides algebraic subjects related to a variety of function curve, coordinate system operation,
graphics array and algebraic operation functions, it coordinates with other disciplines and teaching
tools, convenient mathematics teaching.
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About the “Geometry” Toolbox
It provides a variety of points, lines, curves, graphics and three-dimensional graphics rendering, the
relationship between the various patterns and operations, such as the drawing and calculation of
triangle inscribed circle, circle, Angle bisector, the operation of the control point for
three-dimensional graphics function of the con and so on, It makes the real geometry teaching
visualization and automation.

About the “Physics” Toolbox
The physics toolbox provides practical figure for the electricity , optics, electromagnetism,
mechanics, thermology and others, It provides rich resources for physical "simulation" teaching.
With these physical discipline tool, Users can easily set up all the physics experimental
environment and show the laws of physics with graphs.

About the “Chemistry” Toolbox
The Chemistry provides a variety of chemical components, organic chemical element symbol, set
of experimental installation drawing, the periodic table tool. With these tools, the chemical
experiment can accurately show in the regular classroom, provide great help to students' chemistry
learning.
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About the “Language” Toolbox
The Language toolbox offers all kinds of auxiliary tool for English and the Chinese learning. It can
pronounce automatically for both English and Chinese translation, as well as translation from
English to Chinese and phonetic annotation etc.

About the “Drawing” Toolbox
This toolbox provides the drawing resources of flow chart, human body movement picture,
Combined with other disciplines, It makes the teaching process more vivid.

4.1 Function in the “Home” Toolbox
4.1.1 Mouse Mode
●

selecting and editing multiple objects

Select the mouse operation tool

, click and drag over all objects.

●

how to click and drag

1.
2.
3.

Drag diagonally from the top-left to the bottom-right of all the objects you want to select.
Let go of the mouse button or release your finger tip from the board.
Pick-up Boxes will surround the items, showing that they have been selected.
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Left click on each of the right top corner, choose “Group” option, then all items selected will be
integrated as one object. You can also to choose “Cancel Group” to live the individual items again.
You can then individually select and modify, move, delete or resize each object.

4.1.2 Page Edit
Create one new page with different background
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Other ways to create new page:
●

under the first flipchart page on the left of software, you can right click on the blank area to

create the second new flipchart page

●

you may find a small down arrow at the right top corner of your first flipchart page, left click it

and choose “New” for creating the new flipchart page.

Page tools instruction
MOLYStudio allow you, with a large extent, to view all of flipchart pages you create as a very
convenient, quickly method, switch from top page to bottom page, or go to next and back to
previous page. This is very useful when so many pages involved.
Click the icon

on the left top to preview the pages
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You can click any page in the thumbnail window, drag upward or downward to any page position
you want and release it, the page will be added and appear at the new position.

Open the document
Open the document with form of PPT, PPTX, DOC, DOCX and MOLY.
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If you want to open the document with the form of PDF, Please click the icon

on the left- top

of the software to import the PDF file.

4.1.3 Smart pen
Smart pen
The smart pen can recognize the shape you drawing to standard shape.

Gesture pen
The gesture pen realize all kinds of gestures operation on the page, including the paging up/down,
erasing writing content etc

30
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Realized Function
Page down

Draw line from left to right
Page up
Draw line from right to left
Page zoom out

Draw line from down to up
Page zoom in
Draw line from up to down
Draw polyline from right to the
left after the selected object

The object will rotate 90 degrees to the left

Draw polyline from left to right
after the selected object

The object will rotate 90 degrees to the right

Erase the content of the rectangular area
Draw a rectangle( The rectangle
area covers all object area)

Erase the content of the circle area
Draw circle( The circle area
covers all object area)
Erase all objects
Draw triangle
4.1.4 Pen
Start an application on your projected interactive whiteboard; select any kind of color pens from the
color palette (red as default), and write in the color you selected. Please note that you‟re writing in
virtual, electronic ink rather than physical ink.
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To write in a different color

Click to choose more color

To write in a different line height

To write in a different dash style

MOLYStudio also provide other kinds of pen functions including Fountain Pen, Writing brush Pen,
Row of pens, Highlighter, Color pencil and Oil brush Pen to change their attribute; you can also do
the same way as above mentioned.
4.1.5 Texture Pen and Crayon
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You can choose different picture as handwriting

4.1 6 Eraser
To erase what you have written, just choose one certain size eraser from the Home Toolbox. If you
are prefer to erase all the content at once, MOLYStudio provides with the full screen erase function
application which means the whole screen clean application.
Circle Eraser and Rectangle Eraser
●

Left click to select right size eraser

●

Click and drag on the item which you want to delete.

Object Eraser
●

Select the item which you want to delete

●

Left-Click “Object Eraser”

●

Left-click the item to erase.
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Full eraser
You can erase all items in this page
Random eraser
You can erase the area according to your freehand drawing
Graphics
Choosing the graphic which you desire to create, click and drag on the flipchart page to the proper
size and release. As default, all the graphics you create firstly, will be presented with the same
border color (red) and same line width.

4.1.7 Format
Fill
You can fill different color or picture into the part area of the graph.

Click here to do
more operations
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Change the color for any part for the graph

Click the blank area to select
the part area you want to fill
Figure tools
Change the attribute of the border
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Align
You can combine two or more graph into one object and rotate.

Select these three graph, then choose the “Group” function, so these three graph will be combined
to one object.

4.2 Function in the “Edit” Toolbox
4.2.1 Clipboard
With the functions in clipboard, you can copy, cut, paste, delete and as well as undo, redo.
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4.2.2 Toolbar
Toolbox
The Main toolbox can be minimized or moved around the screen. It also floats on top of other
running Windows applications, allowing you to use the features of MOLYStudio in conjunction
with other software.
The Floating Tools palette is a portable, customizable set of tools that floats over all applications
and allows you to perform a wide variety of operations. With the Floating Tools open, you have
access to a virtual version of the pen tray tools. Press the Pen button, for example, and your next
contact with the interactive whiteboard produces electronic ink. In addition, the default Floating
Tools palette includes a number of tools you won‟t find in your pen tray, such as tools for
producing a right-mouse click, creating geometric shapes, displaying a large pointer, producing a
spotlight, capturing your annotations and restoring cleared annotations.

Most Common Tools
There are two places to list the common tools:
One is on the left-top of the software:
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Another is on the right side of the software when you click the button

Brief introduction of Customize Quick Access Tool Bar
You can customize the Quick Access Toolbar by configuring the properties of each tool or by
adding new tools. Also you can determine the up-down position of Ribbon, or you can minimize it.
To be more useful, you can add or delete most of the function to let them be shown in Ribbon
toolbox; you can customize certain function as one letter on keyboard to be shortcut.
Method 1:

Method 2:
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MOLYStudio provides you with the access to add and remove each Toolbox‟s function.
●

Select command catalogue

●

Click “Add”or “Remove” button to continue

●

Click “Reset” to back to default setting

●

Click “Customize” to set for keyboard shortcut
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System Tools
This function allows the users to add more application shortcut from your computer so that
convenient to use the common application.
Click the button “System Tools”

Click the button

Click it to add new
application shortcut

Input the name of the new
application you will add

Click this button to
choose the application
shortcut

Click it to open
the application
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4.3 Function in the “View” Toolbox
4.3.1 Cruise
The Cruise function is one special presentation tool, you can use the cruise

to move the whole

content on flipchart page, please note, in case of cruise function used, all the contents, items,
elements on page will be automatically lock as whole object. If you want find the contents, items,
elements again after several time dragging move, follow two ways:
●

Use the Restore button

●

Change the Zoom Rate

Please note, by changing the Zoom Rate, it is just re-load the present percentage as a small scale,
only in this way, you can drag back very easily what you created.
4.3.2 Zoom tools

●

Change the Zoom Rate

●

Zoom in

●

Zoom out

●

Restore

4.3.3 Background
Theme tool
You can edit the different background template and apply to your the pages you choose.

By clicking

button to launch Theme tool

Edit topic
1. Click “Template” and begin to edit
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2. Click “OK” to finish editing

3. At this time, when you add new page or click existing pages, the template will be applied.

Delete template format
Select one page which has applied the template, then click “Delete”, then the current page template
format has been cleared
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Note: If you want to delete all pages template format, please edit the template again, in the edit
state, delete the template format. Then other pages template format will be cleared by clicking.
Apply template format
After having deleted the current page template format, Click “Apply”, the template format will be
applied again.
Background
There are two main methods for you to change background color
●

Right click on any blank area in flipchart page to choose “Set the background color” option to

select the preferable color type for change.

●

Select “background” icon from view menu
Change the background color
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You also can set background image which is in your computer

Set the background grid

Select to let the grip visible or invisible
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4.3.4 Playback
Three ways to replay after you finish the operation on the page

Page playback
Choose pages that you want to replay; Adjust play speed

Fast playback
Replay current page operation; Adjust play speed

Loop playback
Play current page time and again; Adjust play speed
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4.4 Function in the “Insert” Toolbox
4.4.1 Table tools
This Table tools can help you to create any 8 rows and 10 columns by clicking and dragging.
1.

Click the Table tools button

2.

Put your mouse or finger on the pop down table palette, and click and drag, you can find the
number of row and columns changing automatically; stop dragging when you are satisfied with
the number of row and columns

3.

Left click the table on the page, and then you can change the size and shape by dragging.
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Drag for re-size

Notice:


You can also change the table border color and line width in the Align menu function palette.



You can also type words in every grid of table just by double click any of the grid, the mouse
curse bicker means that it is ready for inputting word. Of course, you can insert content by
copy and paste from other third parties software such as Microsoft Office.



Every grid can be re-sizeable by dragging the right-down handle.

4.4.2 Illustration
Inserting picture
MOLYStudio supports you to insert most kinds of picture format from your computer disk to
flipchart page, accepted format including “bmp, gif,png, dib, jpg, jpeg” and so on.
It is very easy to insert picture, just by clicking

button, then one dialog box pop out to remind

you which picture you want to insert, choose the right picture ,take the new name for it and click
“OK”.
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Chart
In this Chart tutorial, we show you how to set up the Chart, to complete the chart function is a little
similar with you are doing work in Microsoft Excel, as easy as just inputting number, rename and
choose the view type to review.
Understanding Chart function
A chart is a visual representation of data, in which "the data are represented by symbols, such as
bars in a bar chart, lines in a line chart, or slices in a pie chart". A chart can represent tabular
numeric data, functions or some kinds of qualitative structures.
MOLYStudio allows you to create a chart which can take a large variety of forms; however there
are common features that provide the chart with its ability to extract meaning from data.
This chart gallery shows:


A histogram typically shows the quantity of points that fall within various numeric ranges (or
bins).

A bar chart uses bars to show frequencies or values for different categories.

A pie chart shows percentage values as a slice of a pie.

A line chart is a two-dimensional scatter lot of ordered observations where the observations are
connected following their order.
Creating Chart

Launching the Chart function by clicking
1.
2.
3.
4.

button

Title: create the chart name by typing
X-axis Name: Type a name for X-axis
Y- axis Name: Type a name for Y-axis
Chart Type: Choose the Chart type ranging from Bar, Line, Pie, Scatter, Box, Bar Stacked,
Line XY, to Bar 3D, Line 3D,Pie 3D and Bar Stacked.
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Take an example; you can create a chart with below data information.


Title: China National Population (on year and year basis)



X-axis Name: Year



Y- axis Name: Statistical Catalogue
1978

1991

1996

2001

2003

Male

49567

59466

62200

65672

66556

Female

46692

56357

60189

61955

62671

City

17245

31203

37304

48064

52376

Urban

79014

84620

85085

79563

76851

Total

96259

115823

122389

127627

129227

Data sources from China Statistical Yearbook 2008, (10 000 persons)
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Type: Bar

Type: Line

Type: Bar 3D

Type: Line 3D

You can double click on the inserted chart, and re-edit the chart again.
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4.4.3 Link
Hyperlink

Three forms to insert hyperlink
Insert webpage

Input URL address

Insert page
Insert other page to current page, for example, click page 2, the
appear in the current page, click it to open page 2.
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Insert file

Choosing any file in
your computer
4.4.4 Font
Launching Textbox and inputting word
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button to launch Textbox tool, each of the textbox has been defined as the same

width and length, click in the textbox rectangle area to input word when mouse cursor in the active
state.
Four ways can be accepted when you input word or letter.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type from computer keyboard
Type from screen keyboard
Input by free handwriting recognition
Input by paste from other place

Editing the content in Textbox
Once you finished the input or handwriting recognition, MOLYStudio records all of your inputting
content as the black bold format, you may want to change soon, by taking below procedures:
1.
2.
3.

Double click the Textbox and make it in a matter of active
Selecting the content what you want to change format
Use Font palette
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Zoom in, out, rotate Textbox
1.

Drag the four square handles for zoom in/out.
2. Click the top right corner “hand shape” button for right mouse function



Don‟t worry about making mistakes at this stage as most changes made in MOLYStudio can be
reversed.



One click on the Undo

or Redo

tool reverses your last action – try this now. Each

click reverses a further edit so it‟s possible to undo or redo to the point where you first opened
the Flipchart.
4.4.5 Media
To make your presentation and class teaching captured more attention, probably you should add the
sound and animation into the courseware, and you can do it by insert video, music and flash
through MOLYStudio.

4.4.6 MiniPad
MiniPad provides the function of “notepaper”, It will be floating in the front all the time before you
close it. It can remind the teacher about the specific content.
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4.4.7 Scratch
Click “Scratch area” button and then click and drag on the page to draw the scratch area.

Click” Scratch brush”, and then drag it on the scratch area.

4.4.8 Sign Tool
There are 7 sign tools for your presentation, choose one of them and then click on the page.
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4.4.9 Floating window
There are 3 floating windows, It will be floating in the front all the time after you click, This
function is similar with notepaper, you can close it by clicking the button again.

And also can change the shape by dragging the top area

Dragging this area to
change the shape

Dragging this area to
change the size
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4.5 Function in the “Tool” Toolbox
4.5.1Mark
Switch to Mark palette in the Screen Toolbox.

Using Right Angled-triangle
Rotate it by dragging

Click it to do
more operation

Changing the size
by dragging

Using Angle Finder
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Arc function:
Drawing the arc

Sector function:
Drawing sector

Using Compass
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Left leg: Moving the
compass location by
dragging this leg

Click here to do
more operation

Right leg: Change the
radius by dragging this leg

Drawing a angle by
dragging this triangle
area
4.5.2 Handwriting
Launching Textbox for Handwriting Recognition
Switch to “Insert” Toolbox, choose “Textbox”

Go to “Tool” Toolbox to choose Handwriting function with
handwriting dialog box pop out as below:
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Left mouse
Switch to handwriting
Choose language

Screen keyboard
Space
Enter
Backspace
Click the area with red line

to choose language, when the mouse cursor is a point shape,

then this means you can write now

After your writing, it will appear several words on the page which are similar with what you are
writing, Select the right one
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Please note, you are requested to active the Textbox before handwriting recognition



You need to click
handwriting mode

area to switch to handwriting from mouse mode, You can write only at

4.5.3 Special Effect
Launching and using Spotlight
In MOLYStudio, some tools have been designed purely to aid presentation. One such tool is the
Spotlight tool. Moving the circle shape light and focus on certain area when do presentation.
1.

Launch spotlight function by clicking on

button.

2.

You can now highlight specific areas of the screen by moving the cursor over the black area

3.

You can choose different shape and change the transparency

4.

You can change the curtain color

Launching and using Curtain
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Use a screen shade to focus everyone's attention in your classroom or meeting. With this feature,
you can insert a pull-down shade over the current flipchart page and gradually drag it down to
reveal the underlying text and graphics.

1.

Launch curtain function by clicking on

button.

2.

Put the mouse at the four sides area, when it become this shape , at this time, you can drag to
change the size

3.

You can change the transparency

4.

Choosing “Background Color”, then you can change the curtain color with “select color”.
Choosing “Background Image”, then you can change the picture with “select image”, at this
mode, choosing “Title”, then the picture will be divided into many small pictures, choosing
“Extrude”, then it will be one big picture.

Launching and using Highlight Screen
The Highlight Screen Tool also belongs to one of the additional presentation aids, but you may find
some difference with Screen Shade function.
When you launch the Highlight Screen, the whole screen will become black, just with two “close”
buttons at two bottom side.
The mouse will become a invisible pen at this time, draw any shape on the screen randomly, your
selected area will be highlighted, and other areas still keep black.
1.

Launching Highlight Screen function by click on

button，

2.

Draw any kind of shape with mouse or your finger on the screen

3.

Single left-click to change the transparency.

4.

Press “close” button

to close the Highlight Screen function.
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Using Black Screen
Sometime, you may want to attract students attention on yourself, but not on the interactive
whiteboard, it looks seem that you don‟t have only one way to turn off power supply unwillingly,
MOLYStudio has design the Black Screen application by which you can switch between black
screen any normal presentation easily.
1.

Press on

button to active Black Screen function.

2.

You can set color, set time and start.

4.5.4 Netmeeting

1. Click “Create Server”
2. Another person involved select “Connect”, then input the computer IP address which create
server
3. Then the Netmeeting function has been launched
4. Close the Netmeeeting
4.5.5 Others
Launching Screen Capture

Click

button to launch Screen Capture function, there are four capture options you can choose.
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Capture any region

Window Capture

Rectangular region
capture

Full-screen capture

Windows capture
Windows capture option allows you to capture every active window. Open the windows which you
want to capture, Click “Window Capture”

and single click on the window. The captured

windows will be inserted in the current flipchart page.

Rectangular region capture
You can also draw a rectangle on the screen by clicking and dragging diagonally, that area being
selected within rectangle will be captured as new image inserting into current flipchart page.

Full-screen capture
To capture the full active screen by clicking full-screen capture button.

Capture any region
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Draw any shape on screen as the capture area and release cursor.

Launching Recorder
Using MOLYStudio Recorder could record all your action performed on the screen, as well as your
voice if the microphone equipped. Save what you recorded as “avi” format, re-open the video file
to play back.

Start recording

Stop recording

Pause recording

1.

Click

button to launch Recorder function

2.

Choose record region, the default is full screen

You can set the record area by regular region function
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Choose “Select Region”, then click the button

to start, at this time, you need to draw the

record area diagonally, you can release until the width and height is what you want.

3.

Press “Record”

4.

Press “Pause”

5.

Press “Stop”

6.

Choose proper archive directory for saving

to start
for stop temporary
when you finished

4.6 Function in the “Algebra” Toolbox
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Algebra provides all kinds of function curve, coordinate system in operation, graphics array and
algebraic operation function related in algebra subject。

4.6.1 Object operation

Object operation
Operation method

Realized function
Select the
,and then click the
graphic point or Click
border
point or border you want to
select.
Select graphics

Click
and then drag
mouse to select wanted
graphics from top-left corner to
bottom-right corner.

Multi-select
graphics
Click

,and then select the

object one by one.
Reduce graphics Condition: multiple graphics
which has been has been selected
choose
Click
and then click the
selected graphics to cancel the
selection.
Connect key
points

Click

and then drag a

graphic key point to another
graphic key point, it will
automatically reminds whether
the points should be connected.
After connection, the two
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points are still separate.
Connect
between key
points
automatically

Click

and then drag a

graphic key point to another
graphic key point, and it will
automatically connect the two
key points. After connection,
the two points are combined
together and can‟t separate.

Draw point or
line
continuously

Click

Create a
image-text box

Click

this button first,

draw a line or a point, and then
click on the board to draw line
or point continuously.

and then drag to

select the graphics, release to
create image-text box, you can
write words in this box.
Create a graphic
box
Click

and then drag to

create graphic box.
Object
properties

Click

and then select the

graphic and then click

this

button to see the properties.
Condition: Select a object and
Hyperlink

then click

this button to set,

after setting, double click the
object to open the hyperlink.

Notice: For the following three button, it will be selected when you click one time, you can use
them to realize the functions at this time and when you click again, it will be cancelled.
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Not selected

Selected

4.6.2 Graphics array
Graphics array
Realized function

Conditions

Array graphics to the shape of
rectangular
Array graphics to the shape of
straight line
Array graphics to the shape of
rectangular box
Array graphics to the shape of circle
Copy and array graphics on the
straight line

Select the graphic
and drag on
the page
Select the graphic
and drag on
the page
Select the graphic
and drag on
the page
Select the graphic
and drag on
the page
Select a object and a line, use
this button to select them, and
then select

this button to set

4.6.3 Coordinate System
Icon

Realized functions
Draw a rectangular
coordinate system
Draw a point on
rectangular coordinate
system

Operation method
Click it to draw a rectangular
coordinate system
Draw the rectangular coordinate
system

first , then click

to set the point‟s properties, for
example X=1, Y=2, then click
the “ok”, then the point will
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show on the rectangular
coordinate system
Draw the rectangular coordinate
system

first, then click

to draw a straight line according
to the equation
Draw parabola on
rectangular coordinate
system

Draw the rectangular coordinate
system

first, then click

to draw a parabola according to
the equation

Draw an ellipse on
rectangular coordinate
system

Draw the rectangular coordinate
system

first, then click

to draw an ellipse according the
equation

Draw a hyperbola on
rectangular coordinate
system

Draw the rectangular coordinate
system

first, then click

to draw a hyperbola according to
the equation

Draw a exponential
function or a logarithmic
function on rectangular
coordinate system

Draw the rectangular coordinate
system

first, then click

to draw exponential function or
logarithmic function according to
the equations
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Draw a sinusoidal
function or cosine
function on rectangular
coordinate system

Draw the rectangular coordinate

Draw an arcsine
function or arc cosine
function on rectangular
coordinate system

Draw the rectangular coordinate

Draw an tangent
function, cotangent
function, arc tangent
function or arc cotangent
function on rectangular
coordinate system

Draw the rectangular coordinate

Draw an arbitrary
function curve on
rectangular function

system

first, then click

to draw a sinusoidal function or
cosine function according to the
equation

system

first, then click

to draw an arcsine function or
arc cosine function according to
the equation

system

first, then click

to draw an tangent function,
cotangent function, arc tangent
function or arc cotangent
function according to the
equation
Draw the rectangular coordinate
system

first, click

to

set the equation type and then
input the number for y or x

Draw a polar curve on
rectangular coordinate
system

Draw the rectangular coordinate
system

first, then click

to draw a polar curve according
to the equation

Draw an arbitrary
function curve on
rectangular function

Draw the rectangular coordinate
system

first, then click
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to draw an arbitrary function
curve according to the equation
Draw the rectangular coordinate
system

first, then click

to draw the point without any
equations

Draw arbitrary straight
lines on rectangular
coordinate system

Draw the rectangular coordinate
system

first, then click

to draw a straight lines without
any equations

Draw arbitrary ellipses
on rectangular
coordinate system

Click the rectangular coordinate
system

first, then click

to draw a ellipses without any
equations.

Draw arbitrary parabola
on rectangular
coordinate system

Click the rectangular coordinate
system

first, then click

to draw a parabola

Draw arbitrary
Draw the rectangular coordinate
hyperbola on rectangular
system
first, then click
coordinate system
to draw a hyperbola
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Draw arbitrary
Click the rectangular coordinate
hyperbola on rectangular
system
first, then click
coordinate system
to draw a hyperbola

Draw arbitrary
Draw the rectangular coordinate
hyperbola on rectangular
system
first, then click
coordinate system
to draw a hyperbola

4.7 Geometry toolbox
Geometry toolbox provides all kinds of points, lines, curve, graph and solid figure, the relations and
operations among variety of graph, such as triangular inscribed circle, circumcircle, angular
bisector, operation of solid figure‟ control points.
4.7.1 Points and lines
4.7.1.1 The functions related with single line
Choose any line from the following lines

and draw on the page, then the following

functions will become available:
Realized functions

Draw a point

Operation method

Choose one line, click

For sample

,

and then click on the selected
line to draw a point

Draw the midpoint

Choose one line ,click
and then the midpoint on the
selected line will be appear
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Choose one line ,click
Draw the extension cord
,and then click on the page
to draw
Choose one line ,click
Draw a parallel line
,and then click on the page

Choose one line ,click
Draw a perpendicular line
,and then click on the page
to draw a perpendicular line
Choose one line ,click
,and then click on the page
to draw a perpendicular
bisector

Notice: A line must be selected and drawn on the page first, and then all of the above functions can
be used.

4.7.1.2 The functions related with single point
Choose one of the points from the following points

and draw on the page, then the

following functions will become available:

Realized functions

Draw a line according to the
selected point

Operation method

Choose one point, click
and then click on the page to
draw a line according to the
point, the line length is decided
by the distance between the
point and the space you click
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Draw a circle according to the
selected point

Choose one point, click
and then click on the page to
draw a circle to draw a circle
around the point. the radius of
the circle is decided by the
distance between the point and
the space you click

4.7.1.3 The functions related with two points
Draw two points on the page, and then use

to select these two points

The following functions can be realized when the two points are selected, just like the above
picture:

Realized functions

Operation method

For sample

Choose two points, and then
Draw a line segment
between two points

use

to select these two

points, click

to draw the

line segment
Choose two points, and then
Draw a ellipse between
two points

use

to select these two

points, click

to draw the

ellipse
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Choose two points, and then
Draw a circle between
two points

use

to select these two

points, click

to draw the

circle

4.7.1.4 The functions related with three points and multiple points
Draw three or multiple points on the page, and then use

to select these points

The following functions can be realized when th points are selected, just like the above picture:

Realized functions

Operation method
Choose three points, and then

Draw a arc between three
points

use

to select these points,

click

to draw the a arc
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Choose multiple points, and
Draw padding between
multiple points

then use

to select these

points, click

to draw the

padding
4.7.1.5 The functions related with one point and one line
Draw one point and one line on the page, and then use

to select them

The following functions can be realized when the point and the line are selected, just like the above
picture:
Realized functions

Operation method

Choose one point and one line,
Draw a parallel line
according to one point and one
line

and then use

to select

them, Click
Choose one point and one line,
Draw the perpendicular
bisector according to one point
and one line

and then use

to select

them, Click
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Choose one point and one line,
Draw the symmetry point
according to one point and one
line

and then use

to select

them, Click

4.7.1.6 The functions related with two lines
Draw two lines on the page, and then use

to select them .

The following functions can be realized when two lines are selected, just like the above picture:
Realized functions
Draw an
intersection
between two lines

Operation method
Choose two lines,
and then use
to select them,
Click

Draw an angle
between two lines

Choose two lines,
and then use
to select them,
Click

and

then click on the
page
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Choose two lines,
and then use
to select them,
Click

Draw angle
bisector(the angle
is made from two
lines)

then click on the
page
Choose two lines,
and then use
to select them,
Click

Draw a symmetric
of one line
according to
another line

and

and

then click on the
page
Choose two lines,
and then use
to select them,
Click

Draw an
Choose two lines,
extension cord of
and then use
one line to another
line
to select them,
Click

Draw an
intersection of
two lines

and

then click on the
page
Choose two lines,
and then use
to select them,
Click
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Choose two
lines(these two
lines must
intersect), and
then use

to

select them, Click
and then click

Cut one line into
two lines with the
intersection of the
two lines

the part which
you want to delete
Choose two
lines(these two
lines must
intersect), and
then use

to

select them, Click
and then
click the
intersection of
two lines, then
drag the
intersection

4.7.1.7 The functions related with an angle
Choose the button

, and then you can use

this button to mark the angle.
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4.7.2 Curve
Icon

Operation method

For sample

Click

and drag on the page to draw

Click

and drag on the page to draw

Click

and drag on the page to draw

Click

and drag on the page to draw

Click

and drag on the page to draw

Click

and drag on the page to draw

Click

and drag on the page to draw
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Click

and drag on the page to draw

Click

and drag on the page to draw

Click

to select

and

, click

and then click on the page,then the
extension cord of the line will be intersect
with the arc

Click

,as following

to select two lines, then click

and then click on the page

4.7.3 Round
4.7.3.1 The functions related with an circle
Draw a circle

on the page

The following functions can be realized when the circle is selected
Realized functions

Operation method
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Draw a point on the circle
Choose the circle, click

and

then click on the circle

Draw a radius of the circle
Choose the circle, click

and

then click on the circle

Draw a diameter of the
circle

Choose the circle, click

and

then click on the circle

Draw a chord of the circle

Draw the tangent of the
circle

Choose the circle, click

Choose the circle, click
then click on the page

Draw the circumscribed
circle of the circle

Choose the circle, click

Draw the inscribed circle
of the circle

Choose the circle, click

4.7.3.2 The functions related with an circle and an line

Draw a circle and a line on the page, use

to select them
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, then the intersection between the circle and the line will be appear

4.7.3.3 The functions related with two circles

Draw two intersectant circles on the page

Realized functions
Draw the intersection between
two circles will be marked

Operation method
Choose two circles, use
to select two circles,
and then click

Draw the outer common tangent
of the two circles

Choose two circles, use
to select two circles,
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and then click

Draw the inner common tangent
of the two circles

Choose two circles, use
to select two circles,
and then click

4.7.3.4 The functions related with an circle and an point

Draw a circle
then use

Draw a circle
then use

on the page, click
to select it, and then click

on the page, click
to select it, and then click

, and then click on the circle to make a point on it, and
to make a tangent line

, and then click on the circle to make a point on it, and
to make the tangent line
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4.7.4 Triangle
Realized functions

Mark the angle in the triangle

Operation method

Click one triangle on
the page, click
and then click one of
the angle in the
triangle

Draw the angle bisector in the
triangle

Click one triangle on
the page, click

Draw the centerline of one side of
the triangle

and then click one of
the angle in the
triangle
Click one triangle on
the page, click
and then click one of
the side of the triangle

Draw the altitude of one side of the
triangle

Click one triangle on
the page, click
and then click one of
the sides of the
triangle

Draw the median of the triangle

Click one triangle on
the page, click
and then click the
triangle

Draw the arc around the vertices of
the triangle

Click one triangle on
the page, click
and then click the
triangle
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Draw the circumscribed circle of the
triangle
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Click one triangle on
the page, click

Draw the Inscribed circle of the
triangle

Click one triangle on
the page, click

Draw a congruent triangle

Click one triangle on
the page, click

Draw a similar triangle

Click one triangle on
the page, click

4.7.5 Quadrilateral
4.7.5.1 The functions related with quadrilateral
Choose any quadrilateral from the following

and draw on the

page, then the following functions will become available:
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Operation method

For sample

Click one
quadrilateral on the
page, click

Draw a similar quadrilateral

Click one
quadrilateral on the
page, click

4.7.5.2 The functions related with polygon
Choose the polygon , and then input the sides of the polygon, the number should be between 3
and 64, draw on the page
For the regular polygon:

And then the following functions will become available:
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Realized functions

Operation method

Draw the circumscribed circle on
the polygon

Choose one polygon
on the page, click

Draw the inscribed circle on the
polygon

Choose one polygon
on the page, click

For sample

4.7.5.3 Symmetric shape through a line

Choose a shape and a line, then draw on the page, use

to select them, and then click

will see another symmetric shpae on the page

4.7.5.4 Padding by logical relation
Choose two shapes and then use

to select them, click
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4.7.5.5 Padding by patch

Choose the arc line from the “Curve” and a line, use

to select them, click

4.7.6 Solid geometry

Choose one shape from the following
function

and draw on the page, then the

will become available.
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Choose one shape from the three following

,and then input the sides of the polygon,

the number should be between 3 and 64, draw on the page and then click

, the sides of the

shape will be expanded.

Choose one shape from the three following

, the sides of the shape will be expanded.
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4.8 Physics
Physical subject supply Electricity, Optics, Electromagnetism, Mechanical and Thermal and other
physical practical pictures, provide rich resources for physical “simulation” teaching.
When you use the following objects, you just click it and then drag your cursor to draw the objects.
4.8.1 Electricity

power

lamp

general
resistance

slide resistance

trimmin
g resistor

rheostat

capacitors

variable
capacitor

electrolytic
capacitor

diode

transistor (outside)

transisto
r (inside)

switch
(on)

switch
(off)

Three-phas
e switch
(off)

Three-phas
e switch
(on 1)

Three-phase
switch (on
2)

Fuse

Bell

speaker

Ground
wire

Antenna

Ampere

milliammete
r

micro-amperemete
r

voltmete
r

motor

dial

arc scale

cable

cable

cable

cable

cable

cable

cable

cable

cable

cable

cable

circuit
connectio
n
componen
t1

circuit
connectio
n
componen
t2
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4.8.2 Optics

sun

convex

concave

convex notation

concave
notation

convex mirror

concave mirror

plane mirror

convex lens ray
diagram

concave lens
ray diagram

4.8.3 Electromagnetism

into the field

the magnetic
field

on the
magnetic field

under a
magnetic field

right field

left field

coil (up)

coil (down)

coil (right)

coil (left)

positron

negative
electron

into the current

4.8.4 Mechanical and Thermal

surround
spring

curve
spring

polyline spring

ground
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circular
groove

1/4
circular
groove

with extended 1/4
circular groove

block

Small
balls

trolley

tables

weight

weight

weights

hinges

hinge
rod

pulley

pulley
block

pendulum/schematic
pulley

spring
scale

stress
analysis
figure

stress
analysis
figure

spiral micrometer

vernier
caliper

Tables Straight
pipes

hook

U-tube

punched stress
stress tuning
tape
analysis analysis fork
figure
figure

ruler

sonic

4.8.5 Physical map

lamp(physi
cal map)

bulbs(phys
ical map)

power
(physical
map)

power
(physical
map)

switch
(physic
al map)

slide
rheostat(p
hysical
map)

resistance
box
(physical
map)

ammeter(p
hysical
map)

voltmeter(
physical
map)

meter
(physical
map)

multimeter
(physical
map)

Teach
table(ph
ysical
map)

induction
coil
(physical
map)

conducting
semi
sphere
conductor
(physical
sphere
map)
(physical
map)
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Faraday
cylinder(ph
ysical map)

aircraft
side
(physical
map)

electrosco
pe
(physical
map)
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dot timer
(physical
map)

stopwatch(
physical
map)

scales
(physic
al map)

vernier
caliper(ph
ysical
map)

spring
balance
(physical
map)

weights
(physical
map)

airplane
steel
overlookin yard(phy
g (physical
sical
map)
map)

hook
code(physi
cal map)

hook
code(ph
ysical
map)

Rockets(p scissors(ph sedan(phy
hysical
ysical map) sical map)
map)

electrometer( candles(phys hammer(p screw(physic propeller cars(physi
physical
ical map)
hysical
al map)
cal map)
map)
map)

submarine( flashlight(
physical
physical
map)
map)

iron
iron
coil(physic
rubber
trolley(ph fork(phys
wheels(physi ball(physical al map) wheel(physic ysical
ical map)
cal map)
map)
al map)
map)

bombs(phy bullet(phy
sical map) sical map)

football(phys
bar
U shaped
motor
Magnet
ical map) magnet(phys magnet(ph magnet(physi needle(ph
ical map)
ysical
cal map)
ysical
map)
map)

4.9 Chemistry
Chemistry menu supply tools of chemistry subject, including all kinds of chemical devices, Organic
chemical symbol of elements, sets of experimental facility‟s pictures, periodic table and so on.
4.9.1 Chemical devices
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beaker

conical
flask

tubes

round
flat-bottomed
bottom flask
flask

distillation
flask

set of
cylinders

flask

cylinder

reagent
bottle

sink

funnel

conical
funnel

acid
burette

basic
burette

pipette

reagent
droper

dry pipe

beak tube
1

beak tube
2

conduit

conduit

conduit

formwork
units

alcohol
lamp

alcohol
burner

Kipp
generator

condenser

thermometer

metal trap

hoops and
asbestos
networks

burning
spoon

medicine
spoon

sink

evapoating
dish

watch glass

tup clip

hose clamp

glass rod

flame 1

flame 2

blowtorch
flame

droplets

block

long-necked separatory
funnel
funnel

4.9.2 Organic chemistry

single

double

triple

bond

wedge
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bond

bond
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bond

pentagon hexagon ploygon elliptical benzene benzene(including
ring
1
oval)
4.9.3 Complete installation plan

device
preparatio
n of
oxygen

devices
collected
over
water
hydroge
n

devices
collected
by the
hydrogen
vent air
downwar
d

means the
hydrogen
reduction
of CuO

preparatio
n of
carbon
dioxide
devices

devices
CO
reduction
of CuO

devices
carbonat
e ion test

means
discriminate
s between
Na2CO3
and
NaHCO3

device is
heated
NaHCO3

means
preparin
g
chlorine

devices
CO
reduction
of iron
oxide

devices
laboratory
laboratory production
productio distillation
n of
of oil
ethylene

means the
preparatio
n of ethyl
acetate

gas
gatherin
g device
set of
cylinders

set of
cylinders
with gas
collection
plugs

set of
cylinders
with liquid
gas
installatio
n beaker

test
tubes
with
liquid
gas

gas
collection
device
tube

beaker
with
liquid

tank with
gas
collecting

gas
collection
device
sink

4.9.4 English Periodic Table
Click and use periodic table of the elements. As shown in figure
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4.10 Language
4.10.1 Word Processing
Language provide the auxiliary means for English study, including pronunciation of English words,
Translation with Google translator, phonetic symbol etc.
Pronunciation

1. Click

to make a textbox, then input some English words or sentences, and then select the

English words or sentences, for example:
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, it will pronunciate all the words or sentences which you selected.

Translation:

Click

and then click Google Translator
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At this time,you can use Google translator to translate according to your need.

4.10.2 English Phonetics

1. Click

to make a textbox, then input some English words or sentences, and then select the

English words or sentences, for example:
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, It will show the phonetic symbol of the selected words or sentences.

3. If you want to make the phonetic symbol bigger and clear to see, you can select the phonetic
symbol first, and then right-click, it will appear the following windows

4. Click the Fonts as above picture, and set the font size
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4.11 Drawing
Drawing toolbox provides the flow chart, human motion figure, arrow and so many drawing
resources.

4.11.1 Flow chart
For example as below:

4.11.2 Human motion figure
For example as below:
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4.11.3 Arrow
For example as below

4.12 Resource Library
MOLYStudio is supplied with a folder containing a large number of resources. They are found in
the Resource Library. We will show how the Resource Library works.

4.12.1 Accessing the resources gallery
Select one flipchart page to active it, this certain page is the new position where you are going to
insert pictures in from MOLYStudio Resources gallery. Each of pictures you inserted should be in a
way of re-editable, you can go further application such as zoom in/out, rotate, delete.
1.

Open resources gallery by clicking

2.
3.
4.
5.

Select catalogue
Select picture
Click and drag to flipchart page
Re-edit picture

button and then open the subfolder
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4.12.2 Re-edit the folder in the resource library
In the Resource Tree you can see all the folders that contain shared images. The plus symbol by
some folders indicates that more folders are contained inside it. When you click on a folder in the
Resource Tree its contents are displayed in the thumbnail panel. By clicking the plus symbol of
every resources folder, one pop down sub-menu provides you many applications accessing way.



New: creating one new folder, fill with new name in the pop out box.



Delete: delete the folder you selected, this action will delete all the contents included in the
folder.



Rename: rename the folder



Refresh: like refresh website, to help you get back to the beginning point.



Import Files: import picture from your computer disk individually



Import Directory: import file by batch.

4.13 File Manager Instruction
The File Manager, from which you can access to your local computer desk and disk, browse and
make you application start from there.
To get a holistic view of your computer is necessary especially when you want to find out
something in your computer disk, such as Microsoft Word, PowerPoint so on and so forth. In case
of this File Manager, you don‟t need to close MOLYStudio software or minimize it; you can
browse all the file in your computer by clicking

button on the left side of main MOLYStudio

windows. The entire file will appear in the adjacent thumbnail panel.
Also, you can drag the horizontal bar in the middle and roll up or down to change the window
space for view. We marked it as green frame show right picture.
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